
WSO Isolation fest - what we did and how we did it  

• An online musical festival that took place on Easter Weekend 2020 during Covid-19 

Lockdown 

• Festival took place on a private/Closed Facebook group. You had to be a member of the 

group to see the festival (like having a ticket) 

• Festival started at 1145 and ended about 0030 making it just over 12 hours long.  

• 36 acts/artists took parts 

• 26,000 people joined the festival site 

• Each performance was viewed between 1000 and 18,000 times.     

• We raised £27,000 on the Go Fund Me website 

• We raised an additional £2,000 profits on sales of festival T-Shirts 

 

 



Principles behind our decisions 

 

The cause 

• Pauline Town was in imminent danger of having to cease her work supporting the homeless. 

She needed a fast injection of cash. This drove everything we did. 

• We have no cash resources and limited time resources. We need to act fast and with stealth. 

So let's work out the easiest and quickest way to make this happen.  

The line up  

• Three criteria for inclusion on the line-up were quality, diversity and previous involvement in 

WSO events. All artists had a track record of supporting, playing at or  organising We Shall 

Overcome events  

• Quality - we kept the quality high - only accomplished and/or professional artists took part. 

Partly for the audience but partly wanting to work with known quantities - people we could 

trust to show up and produce the goods at short notice.  

• Diversity - we strived for a 50/50 gender split. We also pushed for as diverse a line up as we 

could in terms of where the artists lived (North, South, England Wales, Scotland N.Ireland), 

BAME, LGBT+ artists. We did fairly well with the exception of BAME artists. This was our 

main regret but we were working fast and our own networks are not diverse - being mainly 

in punk/folk/americana type artists.  

• Quantity - keep it coming and fast. Social media format means we want fast turnaround. No 

set longer than 20 minutes, most were 10-15 minute sets.  

Promotion 

• We talked about it like it was a real festival. We used words like ticket and stage. We even 

had an aftershow "fire pit". This helps the audience enter the spirit of the day and it helps 

bring people together in a shared experience 

• Strong visual identity. Although we didn't have access to a graphic designer we made our 

own graphics using the canva.com website (a brilliant free graphics generator) The graphics 

also help ramp up anticipation and create a sense of it being a propper festival  

• T-Shirts - again this helps people see it as a "proper" festival. People posted pictures online 

when their T-Shirts arrived adn this audience led promotion really helps build a sense of 

excitement.  

Summary  

1. Be clear on your cause and why you are doing it 

2. Keep the artist sets short and sweet and the best quality you can find 

3. Work with people you can trust  

4. Make it as diverse and inclusive as you can  

5. Have a strong look / visual identity 

6. Talk about it like it is a real festival - because it really is!  

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

We continually reinforced some 

basic rules/principles in the run up 

to the festival and on the day.  

 

We did this through festival 

announcement graphics.  

 

Even so, many people just turned up 

on the day without a clue what was 

happening and posted questions.  

This is where the Stewards came in 

handy. Also more experienced 

audience members would also help 

out and give pointers and advice. 

This helped build the sense of 

community.  



 

 

The festival site and staging 

 

The site  

Facebook - pros and cons. It is widely used and free and able to handle huge amounts of traffic. Yes 

we could set up a dedicated webpage, we could have streamed it to one continuous feed, also 

broadcasting to you tube, but all of those options have a time cost or a cash cost - which we could 

not afford.  

A private group -  allows us some control over who can and can't take part. It also creates a sense of 

excitement and exclusivity. Billy Bragg's performance was not also on You Tube, it was just for us in 

our private site and that made it special.  

New posts can only by an Admin. Members could comment on posts we made but we did not allow 

people to make their own posts. Even so hundreds of people posted things which we deleted. Most 

were well intentioned but if we had allowed them it would made the festival site cluttered and 

harder to navigate  

 



 

Stage management   

A mixture of live streaming and pre-recorded. One Quarter of the festival was Live ( 9 live streams to 

27 pre-records) People liked the excitement of livestreaming but practically a mix is better and more 

reliable. It meant that should anything go wrong with livestreaming we had back up performances 

we could show.  

A clear way of showing what is Stage front. For the audience we encouraged them to use the 

announcements tab. This meant at any time they could so only the performances and the one at the 

top was the person on stage at that time. We pinned each current on stage act as an announcement 

and for the viewer they could easily find only the acts and ignore al the announcements and other 

posts.  

Announcements. We had graphics for the gaps in between each artist, saying "coming next" and the 

name of the artist and their time slots. 

Pre-recorded content. On the day we had a load of posts all ready to go. Some were posted by the 

artists (non-admin) and all we had to do behind the scenes was "approve" the post at the allotted 

time. Some were scheduled posts made by admins but timed to go live at a specific time.  

A note on Scheduling posts - "Please check your time. I scheduled posts and noticed they didn't go 

live so had to manually make them live. I later realised this was because my "facebook time" was an 

hour ahead of Uk time. No idea how to change this but something to watch out for" Matt  

Who posts the pre-recorded performances?  We had a mixture of artist posting their own material or 

admins posting it. We wanted artists to post their own so it would look "Branded" and it loks liek 

they have shown up in person. But in retrospect  it would be a lot easier if only one person's account 

posts everything - like a festival compere. Much more controllable. It also means you can Schedule 

posts to go live at their allotted time.  

 

Live streaming 

In order to live stream from the festival page artists needed to be made admins of the page. This is 

potentially risky as it means that could for example, delete the entire festival. Another complication 

is you can only make a personal account an admin. But some artists wanted to stream from their 

artist "page" not their personal account. This was possible but it was massively complicated and took 

up a huge amount of time and effort. Another issue was some artists wanted to stream from their 

own page and then divert the stream into the festival site, again it was technically possible but a 

huge headache in planning.   

 

In terms of our time, the live streaming artists created a disproportionate amount of work for the 

organisers. However this is not a whinge about that, it was a critical part of the festival and created a 

different feel and vibe. There were huge benefits. For example John Baine obviously needed to 

stream udner Attilla the Stock broker the name is he is known for- like wise Efa Tomas needed to be 

Efa Supertramp. They were the two most viewed streams. Atilla for example by streaming from his 

own page, increased his viewing figures and had twice as many views as any other artist.  

 

 



The pre-recorded performances  

What worked best was when an artist made an effort to create an atmosphere or setting. It could be 

in their kitchen, not so much about location as framing.  

Ask artist to do one single live performance. Some of our content was clearly edited and bits had 

been cut out and that did not feel in teh spirit of a festival atmosphere. It should be warts and all like 

you would get on a stage. If an artoist is worried about it being seeing afterwards you can simply 

"unpublish" the performance after the festival is over.  

Artist Liaison  

Ahead of the festival this was one of the time consuming elements. We set up a private facebook 

group for the artists. This was to ensure they understood what was happening. To encourage them 

to help us promote the festival, to help with any technical queries and problems.  

Deadline - we set a content deadline of Tuesday prior to the festival on the Saturday. Most artists 

met the deadline but we were still chasing content on the Friday before the festival.  

Live streaming artists were also contacted in person ahead of the festival to go over their plans, 

swap phone numbers, and then again they were contacted one hour before their slot to ensure they 

were in place and all questions answered.  

 

Summary  

1. We used Facebook as it's easy and accessible but it's not perfect. If you can try a better 

method go for it. Please share any thoughts on your successes and failures with the group 

at WSO 2020 

2. Control the group - it might seem authoritarian but you will save time from trolls and 

other mischief makers. And it does not affect the sense of atmosphere on the day.  

3. Use a mix of live and pre-record - but insist the pre-records are a "Live" performance warts 

and all 

4. Artist liaison is like herding cats, make sure you allocate plenty of time and people to this 

task 

      

 



Marketing and Communications  

 

Don't underestimate how critical this is to making a success of the festival . Joe Solo was the face of 

our festival. He made the announcements and communicated with our audience. It is a good idea to 

have one recognisable and trusted source for this.  

Visual Identity. The graphics were a pivotal in helping us spread the word. They were consistent in 

their look and branding and instantly recognisable. If you don't have a access to a designer (we 

didn't) take a look at canva.com it is a website that allows you to create graphics. Once we had a 

template you can just make a copy of a previous announcement and change the words.  

Social Media. Cross platform promotion was key - not just facebook - Pete Yeandle spent hours 

every day on twitter getting word out, following up questions in direct messages as well as live. Then 

in Facebook group discussion, reminding everyone in advance that they needed to spread the word 

by writing their own statuses/inviting friends etc.  Once the "big" names started helping with promo, 

on twitter, instagram and FB, we saw a huge surge in interest and this meant that about half of 

online time was spent on their status/twitter threads helping direct people to the right place and 

answer questions and so on.  

Word of mouth. Our existing We Shall Overcome networks really mattered. One of the reasons it 

worked is that we facilitated a grassroots feel to its development, word of mouth goes a long way, 

and that helps to cheat the Facebook algorithms too. 

The crew   

Joe Solo - Came up with the concept/idea  and devised the method to run it via a Facebook group, 

he booked all the bands, did scheduling, dealing with queries/audience questions, Artist liason, 

Stage management, compere 

Matt Hill - created all the marketing materials, helped with communications planning, scheduling 

dealing with queries/audience questions, Artist liason, Stage management 

Pete Yen  - Communications and marketing, dealing with queries/audience questions across Social 

media in the run up to the event, Stewarding on the day, cheerleading - commenting on each 

performance promoting the artists own website links  

Simon Ibbotson - DJ, also provided graphics and social media support, especially on Twitter, live 

tweeting throughout the day.  

Steve Nevard - Tee Shirts but also on the day played a key role, continuously reminded people of the 

gofundme link, Also created  graphics. 

On the day we had additional help from "Stewards/Security" -  Val Colvin and Jamie Bramwell. Their 

role was to keep reinforcing the site rules and remind people how the festival works. They answered 

questions, deleted posts, just kept things in order. We deleted blocked removed people if they were 

offensive or troublesome. We had basic rule of courtesy / behaviour that you would at a regular 

festival. Yes you can swear, no you can't be racist or make death threats.  

Hate speech - we had an audience member report one of our artists to Facebook for 'Hate Speech" 

we still have no idea what it was as you are not told. It is something to be aware of and your artists 

should be reminded they are in a public space.  

KEY ROLES - Artists Liaison, Stage Manager, Social Media, Graphics, Spokesperson/Compere, 

Merchandise,  



 

 



 

 

Key Planning stages  

1. Decide on a date and a do a schedule - decide on timings and slots so you know how many 

artists/items you need to fill 

2. Decide on roles  

3. Create the facebook group - go to settings and make sure it is set up how you want - who 

can post for example 

4. Create graphics - you will need a header for your facebook group 

5. Contact artists. Be clear what you expect from them and when you want it. But remember 

people are giving their time for free so appreciate that.  

6. Go public with a poster - once you have artist confirmed go public with a poster. 

7. Set up an artists group - create graphics for each act with their stage time on - they will 

share it.  

8. Build the excitement with daily posts - promote the artists, push the cause, reiterate how it 

works. Use clear branded graphics to help get the word across. Word of mouth is the best 

way 

9. One week before - announce stage times.  

 

 

 



On the day  

 

1. Stay in contact with your artists. Each performance gathered hundreds of comments and it 

was in these comments where the true festival spirit lay. Encourage the artists to respond to 

comments on their performances. Make sure your livestreamers are ready and in position 

2. Stick to the schedule - don't let things over run. So if one artist has over run, unpin them and 

post up the next artist.  

3. Have plenty of stewards and people in the crowd who can respond to questions, keep prder 

and encourage the festival atmosphere 

4. Talk directly to the crowd - we asked people to share photos on a dedicated thread and this 

was a real festival highlight  - photos of people in their gardens, pitching tents, having a fire, 

wearing their T-Shirts.  

5. Keep thanking people We created thank you graphics ahead of time so immediately 

afterwards we had things to share.  

6. It doesn't end on the day people will revisit the performances and stick around so there is 

still a commitment to maintain the site for at least a week afterwards - we then closed 

comments and mothballed the site.  

 

 





 

 

 


